
Last month, we expected the ongoing rally on equity markets to push higher until late July / early August, yet we concluded 
our introduction by stating that having followed the risk asset rally up for the last 18 months, we were getting ready to pull 
the “Take-profit” trigger towards end July. We could not exclude a further Growth extension into the Fall, but believed that 
by now, the risk/reward perspectives would certainly be worth adopting a more defensive stance. Today, we confirm all of 
the above and reiterate our cautious warning. Indeed, our long term graphs on the S&P500 Index, on defensive sectors vs the 
market, on Oil and on the US Dollar suggest that the reflationary environment in place since early 2016 may be coming to an 
end and that we are indeed probably on the verge of a defensive cross asset shift: Long Term Yields are topping out, the Yield 
Curve continues to flatten, Equity to Bond ratios seem stretched, Credit has already started to deteriorate and Defensive 
Equity Sectors seem to be getting ready to outperform over the next 3 to 5 quarters.

Shorter term, we expect a first sell-off on equities between now and late August / early September, then a new upside 
retest probably led by Growth and Defensive sectors, possibly into October, at the latest into early November. Defensive 
sectors should make new highs, while we are not convinced the rest of the market will. This will depend on the depth of 
the upcoming August sell-off and the strength of the subsequent rise into the Fall. For now, we re-iterate our view that at 
current levels, the risk/reward on risk assets seems stretched and that profit taking and shifting to more defensive profiles 
is probably justified.

As for reflationary assets, including Emerging markets, Financials or Commodities, we believe they are still in sell-off mode. 
Indeed, the US Dollar remains strong for now, probably for another 2 to 3 weeks. Coming late August/September, we expect 
the EUR/USD to bounce. This could trigger relief rallies in the reflationary assets mentioned above. Yet, these profiles are not 
leaders in the market any more, and their rebounds will probably be limited.

Finally, longer term, we don’t believe the extension on Growth and Defensives profiles during the Fall will be as strong 
and long as the one we experienced in H1 2017. By November, we would expect a true risk-off environment to settle in, 
probably until next Spring at least. Treasuries, the Yen, Gold, the US Dollar and defensive assets in general should then widely 
outperform the risk assets space.

6/ Mapping the markets 

Main 
Equities

US

S&P500

Following the strong rally during July and 
early August, we expect US equity markets to 
initiate a first leg down, possibly towards end 
August / early September.

From early September, into October and 
perhaps early November, US Equity mar-
kets attempt to restest their highs. Fol-
lowing that, they should sell-off towards 
2019.

Europe
   
EuroStoxx50

We also expect European markets to correct 
down towards end August, early September.

As in the US, European markets may 
attempt to retest their highs during the 
Fall, yet should sell-off again from No-
vember into next year.

EMs

MSCIEM USD

EMs are rather Oversold already, yet they 
should also follow developped markets low-
er again, probably towards end August, early 
September.

During the Fall, EMs may find some 
relief as the USD retraces a bit, yet we 
don’t expect much more than rebound.

Treasuries US10Y

Bond prices

US Treasuries are bottoming and US10Y 
yields should probably start to reverse down 
over the next few weeks.

10Y Yields may retrace 60 to 100 bps in-
to 2019. 

Germany 10Y

Bund prices

Bund Futures Continue higher until late Au-
gust, early September, they may then retrace 
a bit during the Fall.

While equity markets attempt to restest 
up during the Fall, the Bund may consol-
idate. That said, we believe any correc-
tion is a opportunity to accumulate.

Next 2 months 3 to 6 months ahead

Legend: Strong OverweightOverweightNeutralStrong Underweight Underweight
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Main Asset Allocation Drivers

Main Equities
World markets
p 15, 28, 29, 30, 33, 34

Equities are reaching the last stages of their Bull market since early 2016. We expect them 
top out and enter a first leg of correction to the downside over the next few weeks. Following 
that, they may bounce/ retest up during the Fall, yet should resume lower again from mid Q4 
towards year-end and Spring next year. Theoretically, the Bear market we expect could last 
between 12 and 18 months.

Main Regional picks
p 33, 57, 58

Until late August / early September, we expect equity markets to start correcting down, while 
EUR/USD remains under pressure and USD/JPY retraces. In this rather risk off environment, 
Europe may resist slightly better, while Japan underperforms. We expect these currency 
moves to reverse during September and October. Europe should then underperform, while 
Japan could be stronger.

Main Equities & Government Bonds
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Volatility Volatility is approaching the lows it made last year and during January. Yet, it may start to 
bounce soon, at least into early September in first instance. 

Emerging markets
p 31,32,58

Emerging markets should remain under the pressure of a strong US Dollar until late August 
/ early September. They may bounce from September to October, but then resume lower 
again and underperform from mid Q4 towards year-end and Spring next year.

Government Bonds
US & European Benchmarks   
p 49, 53, 57

US 10Y yields are in the process of topping out for this cycle. We expect them to retrace 60 to 
100 basis points towards Spring next year. European long term yields topped in January and 
have since been trending lower. This downtrend may pause during September and October, 
yet then resumes lower towards year-end and Spring next year.

Equity / Bonds US The ratio is topping out and should initiate 
a first leg down into late August / early Sep-
tember.

As Equities attempt to retrace up, the ratio 
may bounce into October, but it then re-
sumes its downtrend on risk-off considera-
tions into next year.

Europe The ratio, which topped-out in January, 
should now resume lower towards end Au-
gust/early September.

The ratio may bounce a bit during Septem-
ber and October, but should resume lower 
from November into next year on risk-off 
considerations.

Duration US and European yield curves should start 
flattening again as long term yields in the 
US top-out and continue lower in Europe. 
Longer Durations can be considered.

In general, yields curves continue to flatten, 
while long term yields continue to retrace. 
The environment is favorable for defensive 
long Duration trades.

Credit Following a bounce during July, all credit 
spreads start to widen again towards late Au-
gust, early September.

Although credit spreads may bounce at 
some point during the Fall, we believe 
the Credit cycle has turned, and will stick 
to High Quality issuers over the next few 
quarters.

TIPs/Treasuries TIPs vs Treasuries have probably topped out 
for this cycle and could see further weakness 
into late August, early September.

TIPs/Treasury ratio probably continues to 
lose momentum towards the Fall, as infla-
tionary pressures gradually subside.

Oil Oil probably corrects down into the mid/high 
60s USD/barrel on Brent towards end August, 
early September.

Oil may rebound a bit during the Fall (po-
litical risk?), yet in general, the current re-
tracement continues into 2019 (back to the 
47-55 range on Brent?).

Industrial metals Industrial metals and Copper continue to be 
under pressure on risk-off considerations, 
probably into late August, early September.

Industrial metals and Copper may attempt 
a bounce during the Fall, yet we don’t be-
lieve it will gather much strength. They re-
sume lower from October/November into 
2019.

Gold Gold is Oversold, yet its downtrend is not 
quite over yet, we expect it to continue lower, 
possibly into late August, early September.

From September into October, Gold starts 
to stabilizes as the US Dollar retraces. From 
November, it gathers momentum as the 
risk-off environment worsens.

Next 2 months 3 to 6 months aheadMain Asset Allocation Drivers

Legend: Strong OverweightOverweightNeutralStrong Underweight Underweight
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Equity to Bond Ratios, Fixed Income Dynamics & Commodities

Equity to Bond Ratios
US & Eurozone Markets
p 17

The US Equity to Bond ratio should top out soon as we expect equity markets and yields to 
top-out. In Europe, they resume lower during August, may pause during the Fall and then 
move down again towards next Spring.

Fixed Income Dynamics
Duration (10Y - 3Y/3M)
p 50 - 53

We expect Yields curves in the US and Europe to flatten, while long term yields start to 
reverse down. This is a rather friendly environment for Duration.
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Foreign Exchange

USD vs EUR EUR/USD continues to slide, probably towards late Au-
gust / early September and our 1.14 – 1.10 downside 
target range.

From late August, early September, EUR/USD may 
start to stabilize and could bounce into the Fall

GBP GBP/USD continues to resume lower, probably topwards 
end Augut, early September in first instance and into the 
1.29 - 1.24 range.

During September, GBP/USD may see a slight 
bounce, but appears to remain under pressure into 
late Fall.

JPY USD/JPY could correct down again towards the 110 – 
108 range towards late August.

From late August, it attemps to resume up again, 
possibly  towards recent highs (112) and perhaps 
towards 115. From October/November, it reverses 
down towards 2019.

CHF USD/CHF could continue to push slightly higher into late 
August, early September (above parity)

From late August / early September, the Dollar 
could start to retrace down into October (back 
to the 98-99 range). From November, it starts to 
move up again towards 2019 (1.05?).

EUR vs GBP EUR/GBP is now in an uptrend, possibly towards late Au-
gust, early September and the low 0.90s.

Although it may retrace a bit during September, 
EUR/GBP continues highers towards year-end and 
2019.

JPY EUR/JPY continues to slide into late August / early Sep-
tember towards 127, perhaps below.

EUR/JPY may attempt a last bounce back during 
the Fall, possibly retesting 132, and perhaps slight-
ly above. From late October/November, it reverses 
down towards 2019.

CHF EUR/CHF probably continues to slide towards late 
August, early September (1.14?)

EUR/CHF may bounce back towards the 1.17-1.18 
range during September and into October. From 
October/November it reverses lower towards 
2019.

GBP vs JPY GBP/JPY coninues to slide towards late August / early 
September and the low 140s.

From September, GBP/JPY may bouce slightly, but 
in general it remains under pressure throughout 
the Fall and then towards next year.

CHF GBP/CHF continues to slide towards late August, early 
September at possibly towards the 1.26-1.25 range.

From September, GBP/CHF may bouce slightly, but 
in general it remains under pressure throughout 
the Fall and then towards next year.

Next 2 months 3 to 6 months ahead

Legend: Strong OverweightOverweightNeutralStrong Underweight Underweight

Rate Differentials
p 50 - 53

The uptrend on the US rate differential vs other regions is getting stretched. It should retrace some 
from late Summer into the Fall. 

Tips
p 39, 57

TIPs should bottom out, along with Treasuries over the next few weeks. Inflation expectations (TIPs/
Treasuries ratio) remain in an uptrend for now, yet this trend is losing upside momentum and could 
reverse down during H2 2018. 

Commodities
Oil
p 15, 43

Oil has probably topped out for this cycle. We expect it to continue lower during August (Brent could 
fall into the mid/high 60s USD/barrel), possibly retest up in the 70s USD/barrel during September and 
October, and then resume lower towards next year and the 47-55 range.

Industrial metals
p 39, 41, 42

Industrial metals should remain under pressure during August, could bounce slightly during September 
and October and then resume lower again towards year-end and Spring next year. We believe they 
have probably turned down for this cycle. 

Gold & PMs
p 39, 41, 42

Gold remains under pressure until end July, early September as the US Dollar continues to strengthen. 
Gold should then benefit from a retracement in the US Dollar from early September, and then could 
start to accelerate up vs all currencies and most assets towards late Fall, as financial conditions start 
to deteriorate.

Agriculture Agricultural Commodities are typical late cycle commodities. They are more defensive than Energy 
or Industrial Metals and should perform better than them in the upcoming environment. For now, 
following their June sell-off (Chinese devaluation) and their subsequent bounce, we would expect 
them to remain under pressure until mid/late August. From September, they should resume higher, 
until early/mid Q4 at least.

Credit
p 18, 54

Over the next few months, we expect all measures of Credit to start topping out. Corporate and 
Sovereign spreads should start to widen across the board.
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Equities Markets Segmentation

US Sectors - S&P500 Until late August, early September : Un-
derweight Technology (extended vs the 
market), Cyclicals & Financials and Over-
weight Defensive sectors.

From early September, we continue to un-
derweight Cyclicals and Financials, neutral-
ize Growth and Overweight Defensives.

Sectors Proxy ETF 
symbols

Benchmark-
weights

Strong 
Under-
weight

Under-
weight

Neutral Over-
weight

Strong
Over-
weight

Strong 
Under-
weight

Under-
weight

Neutral Over-
weight

Strong
Over-
weight

Technology XLK 26%

Financials XLF 15%

HealthCare XLV 14%

Discretionary XLY 12%

Industrials XLI 10%

Staples XLP 8%

Energy XLE 6%

Next 2 months 3 to 6 months aheadCore Sector Weightings
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Euro
p 57

The upside momentum on EUR/USD that prevailed throughout 2017 has reversed. Over the next few weeks, 
we believe that EUR/USD could continue to slide towards the 1.14 – 1.10 range. Following that, from late 
August / early September, it rebounds back up towards the high teens during the Fall. Towards year-end and 
into 2019, EUR/USD weakens further as economic, financial and political problems accumulate and the US 
Dollar rises on Flight to Safety concerns. Vs CHF, the upside momentum seems to have been broken, EUR/CHF 
should remain under pressure until late August / early September, yet could attempt to retest up during the 
Fall, but then starts to reverse lower again towards year-end on risk-OFF considerations. EUR/GBP is now back 
in an uptrend, probably towards year-end and well into 2019. Indeed, the Euro is more Defensive that GBP 
and the difficult Brexit talks are not helping.  Sterling could bounce a bit during the Fall, yet in general remains 
under pressure.

Yen
p 58

The rebound on USD/JPY is currently retracing and could continue to do so during August. Following that, we 
expect one last attempt to the upside towards October (1.12, perhaps 1.15). From October/November, as 
financial conditions start to deteriorate towards year-end, we expect that the Yen regains its risk-OFF profile 
and that USD/JPY starts to reverse down towards 2019. Vs the Euro and Sterling, the Yen probably retraces up 
during August. It then weakens again during September and October vs the EUR (and less so vs GBP), before 
it regains strength towards year-end and into 2019 on Flight to safety concerns. 

Sterling Sterling seems quite weak across the board. Cable (GBP/USD) should continue to move lower into the 1.29 – 
1.24 range during August. During September and October, GBP may bounce slightly vs USD and other majors, 
but probably resumes lower from mid Q4 into 2019. 

Oil & 
Commodities 
currencies

Commodity currencies (our equal weighted portfolio containing AUD, BRL, CAD, NOK, NZD, RUB, CLP and 
ZAR) topped out in early February against the Dollar and have been consolidating down since. This initial 
leg down could continue into mid/late August. Following a slight bounce during September and October, 
Commodity currencies should weaken again vs the US Dollar from late 2018 and well into 2019. Against the 
Euro, Commodities currencies could start weakening again from September, probably towards year-end and 
2019.

Asian 
currencies
p 40

Our Asian Growth equal weighted portfolio (CNY, INR, KRW, THB and TWD) should continue to resume lower 
vs the USD and the EUR towards late August / September. From September into October, it may bounce vs the 
US Dollar (less so vs the Euro). From mid Q4, Asian Growth Currencies will probably start to resume lower vs 
both the US Dollar and the Euro, probably until Spring next year at least.

US Dollar 
p 16, 40

We believe the US Dollar has turned up for this cycle and that it will gradually strengthen in successive stages 
towards mid/late 2019. Shorter term, we expect the US Dollar to continue higher towards late August / early 
September. Following that, the US Dollar could retrace into the Fall, before it accelerates up again in towards 
year-end and into 2019 on Flight to Safety concerns.
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All World Country Index
Currency hedged

We are Underweighting Canada, China and 
Japan, while Overweight Switzerland

From early September, we will Underweight 
Europe, Overweight the US and Switzerland 
and Neutralize China and Commodity pro-
ducers

Sectors Index 
symbols

Benchmark-
weights

Strong 
Under-
weight

Under-
weight

Neutral Over-
weight

Strong
Over-
weight

Strong 
Under-
weight

Under-
weight

Neutral Over-
weight

Strong
Over-
weight

US S&P 500 52%

Canada TSX 3%

Europe SXXP 21%

     -UK FTSE 6%

     -France CAC40 3%

     -Germany DAX 3%

     -Switzerland SMI 3%

Japan N225 8%

China MSCICN 3%

Next 2 months 3 to 6 months aheadCore Countries Weightings

Main Sectors Allocation
p 16, 19, 20, 21, 31, 44, 45, 55, 56

We expect equity markets to start correcting in August, probably towards late August, early September. During this period, 
we will avoid Cyclical sectors and Financials as well as technology which we feel is stretched to the upside on a relative basis. 
We will overweight Defensives, except for Europe Healthcare (neutral) as it has already performed quite well.

During the Fall, we expect markets to bounce and attempt a further retest of highs.  Growth and Defensives Sectors should 
continue to lead over Cyclicals and Financials.

European Sectors - Europe Stoxx 600 Until late August, early September : Un-
derweight Cyclicals & Financials and 
Overweight Defensive sectors, expect for 

Healthcare which is neutral.

From early September, we continue to 
underweight Cyclicals and Financials  and 
Overweight Defensives.

Sectors Index 
symbols

Benchmark-
weights

Strong 
Under-
weight

Under-
weight

Neutral Over-
weight

Strong
Over-
weight

Strong 
Under-
weight

Under-
weight

Neutral Over-
weight

Strong
Over-
weight

Banks SX7P 13%

Industrials SXNP 12%

HealthCare SXDP 11%

Pers. & HH Goods SXQP 9%

Food & Beverage SX3P 7%

Insurance SXIP 6%

Energy SXEP 6%

Countries allocation

Next 2 months 3 to 6 months ahead



General Comment Until late August, early September, our fac-
tor allocation mostly avoids high beta risk.

From early September, our theme alloca-
tion avoids cyclicality and is tilted towards 
the EUR/USD rebound 

Themes Strong 
Under-
weight

Under-
weight

Neutral Over-
weight

Strong
Over-
weight

Strong 
Under-
weight

Under-
weight

Neutral Over-
weight

Strong
Over-
weight

Nasdaq 100 (vs S&P500)

DJ Industrial (vs S&P500)

Russell 2000 (vs S&P500)

Wilshire REITs (vs S&P500)

US Value (vs US Growth)

Southern EuroZone (vs Stoxx EZ 600)

EuroZone Small Cap (vs Stoxx EZ 600)

Japanese Small Cap (vs N225)

Goldmines

Diversified Mining

Core Factor/Themes Weightings Next 2 months 3 to 6 months ahead

Core factors and Themes
p  22, 30, 43, 44, 52

As we expect equity markets to initiate a first leg down into end August / early September, our themes and factors allocation 
until then will avoid any high beta, or cyclical market positioning while attempting to overweigh defensive profiles.

From September into mid/late October, we will skew our factors and theme allocation to profit from a rebound in EUR/USD, 
As we expect growth and defensives themes to lead, we will overweigh them, while underweighing cyclical profiles. From 
November into Spring next year, our focus will shift even more defensive.
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Main Country allocation
p 22, 31, 32, 33, 34

During the correction we expect on equity markets over the next few weeks (until late August / early September), we have 
neutralized the US and Europe, underweighted China and Canada for their links to the Commodity/Emerging markets space, 
underweighted japan as we expect USD/JPY to retrace down a bit, and overweighted Switzerland due to its defensive sector 
mix. 

By September, we expect that EUR/USD could start to stabilize and are planning to underweight Europe, given the negative 
relative impact that a EUR/USD rebound could have on European markets during the Fall. Commodity producers and China 
could bounce during the Fall, but by mid Q4, they could start to underperform again. Switzerland remains overweight as a 
defensive position in the portfolio.

Note: the country and regional allocations in the table above are considered hedged for currency risk, ie. the relative 
performances are anticipated in local currency.

Core factors and Themes


